Dittmar doesn’t dither about what British home builders are getting wrong: demographics show people aren’t “demanding a return to the 70s and 80s Noddy boxes with ‘traditional’ details.”

Hume x 2: Toronto’s new Canary District and the West Don Lands are “a demonstration project, a tour de force, a brilliant reminder of what can be done when land is publicly owned and intelligently planned.”

He gives two rousing thumbs-up’s to Snøhetta’s Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts in Kingston, Ontario, that speaks “an architectural language not often heard in these parts - a masterful mix of desire and demand, want and need, formal and informal.”

Kennicott is very impressed by the new American Veterans Disabled for Life Memorial on the National Mall: it may be smaller than most, but its impact is larger than its size: its “open embrace of the busy spot on which it sits deflects attention from a world of concrete, cars, business suits and the dull grind of bureaucracy” that surrounds it.

Vienne was skeptical of Paris’s Place de la République getting a makeover - but she ends up being totally won over: “Have the architects betrayed the rebellious spirit of the place?” Pas du tout!

Paletta cheers the High Line’s third leg: “It’s a grand coda and a satisfying finish to one of the most ambitious park designs in recent memory.”

Kabak minces no words about so many things gone wrong with Calatrava’s $4 billion “behemoth at Ground Zero”: it’s “shaping up to be an example of design divorced from purpose. It wasn’t supposed to be like this.”

Meanwhile, hopes are high for SOM’s “massive” MiamiCentral train station that “represents an ambitious and unusual all-at-once marriage of heavy infrastructure with urban revitalization that would turn a drab stretch of downtown into a bustling fulcrum of transportation and human activity.”

Ditto re: high hopes for EMBT/Bordas+Peiro’s winning design for a Paris metro station in Paris that “will provide a new public square for the renewed neighborhood of Clichy-sous-bois that will serve as a symbol of change following the violent riots of 2005.”

Wilkinson Eyre has towering plans for a TOD in Toronto.

Eyefuls of six Australian train stations that give Emporis’s list of 11 spectacular railway stations from around the world a run for its money.

On a slightly smaller scale, eyefuls of Gehry and Foster’s apartment designs for their Battersea Power Station blocks.

Hawthorne catches up with Piano in Paris and gets a rather amusing/curious defense of the maestro’s design for L.A.’s film museum: “I don’t think it will be that bad. Actually, I’m struggling to do something good.”

An interesting conversation with the woman (an Australian) now heading the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation: Perren “aims to create a second Bauhaus movement and shake up 21st-century design.”

After four years in the U.S., a woman architect heads home to Hong Kong “to escape a sexist work culture” - she says HK “has better gender attitudes.”
Six Australian train stations that are also architectural landmarks: Taking cues from Emporis’ list of 11 spectacular railway stations from around the world, we compiled our own list of Australian stations that would heat up the competition. — Grimshaw Architects; Daryl Jackson; JCY Architects and Urban Designers; HASSELL; Cox Architecture; RBA Architects + Conservation Consultants; Herzog & de Meuron [images] - Architecture & Design (Australia)

Gehry and Foster’s Battersea flats revealed: Foster’s block, Battersea Roof Gardens... Buyers will be able to choose from two 1930s-inspired finishes... “cloud” and “steam”. ... Gehry’s five buildings, called Prospect Place... can choose from two decor themes: “London” and “LA”. ... -- Frank Gehry; Foster + Partners; LDA Design [images] - Architecture & Design (UK)

Renzo Piano defends academy museum plans: I asked the architect about the progress of the film museum he is designing for the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences... “I don’t think it will be that bad,” he said with typical self-deprecation. “Actually, I’m struggling to do something good.” By Christopher Hawthorne - Los Angeles Times

The Woman Launching a Second Bauhaus Design Revolution: Claudia Perren, the new director and CEO of the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation, wants to bring the artistic collective back to the forefront of design and architecture... aims to create a second Bauhaus movement and shake up 21st-century design. -- Newsweek

Architect celebrates opportunities for women in Hong Kong: After a four-year stint in the United States, Phiyona Au Yeung Ming-sze went back to the drawing board with her career options. That meant a return to Hong Kong to escape a sexist work culture... says Hong Kong has better gender attitudes and provides more work opportunities for architects. -- Dennis Lau & Ng Chun Man Architects & Engineers - South China Morning Post

The Straight Line Is A Godless Line: Straight lines form the core of our built environment... Straight lines might be logical, predictable, and efficient, but they are also completely “godless” - at least according to Austrian Friedensreich Hundertwasser... As a proponent of radical human expression, he sought to create structures that were free from straight lines, which he saw as constricting and devoid of organic elements. By Roman Mars [images] - 99% Invisible

Victorian Society announces Top Ten Most Endangered Buildings 2014: ... includes unusual buildings such as a Grade II*-listed hammerhead crane in Cowes... the impressive Coal Exchange in Cardiff and a Grade II*-listed church in Hastings facing potential demolition. [images] - Victorian Society (UK)

Call for entries: AIA Center for Communities by Design 2015 Sustainable Design Assessment Teams applications; SDAT teams of volunteer professionals work with community decision-makers and stakeholders to help them develop a vision and framework for a sustainable future; deadline: November 21 - American Institute of Architects (AIA)

Call for entries: International Making Cities Livable Design Awards Competition: Designing for Green, Healthy Cities; deadline: December 20 - International Making Cities Livable (IMCL)
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